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 .  .Let F z g C z be a rational function of degree d G 2. A well known theorem
n .  .in dynamical systems says that if some iterate f z s f (f ( ??? (f z is a
2 .polynomial, then already f z is a polynomial. More generally, this is true for
 .  .  X . .f z g K z for any field K provided that f is separable i.e., f z / 0 .
However, it need not be true for inseparable f. In this note we give a complete
description, in all characteristics and with no separability assumptions, of the
rational functions which have a polynomial iterate. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
 .  .Let f z g K z be a rational function of degree d G 2 with coeffi-
cients in an algebraically closed field K, and suppose that some iterate
defnf z s f (f ( ??? (f z .  .
n . w xis a polynomial. That is, suppose that f z g K z . In the case that
w xK s C, a well known theorem in dynamical systems 1, Sect. 4.1 says that
2 . w x  . w xalready f z g K z ; and further, if f z f K z , then after a change of
 . dvariables f z has the form 1rz . In fact, this result is true provided that
 . w xthe rational function f z is separable; see 6 . We will recall the proof
below.
w xIt was observed in 4, Example 3.3 that the separability condition is
necessary. Thus if K has characteristic 2, then the rational function
 . 2f z s 1 q 1rz satisfies
1
2 3 8f z s and f z s z . .  .41 q z
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In this note we will give a complete description in arbitrary characteristic
of all rational functions which have a polynomial iterate.
Before stating our main result, we recall two definitions.
X  .DEFINITION. Two rational functions f, c g K z are linearly conjugate
 . Xif there is a rational function f g K z of degree 1 such that c s
fy1 (f ( f. Equivalently, f and c X are linearly conjugate if there is an
invertible matrix
ac X z q b az q b .a b g GL K such that s f . . X2 /  /c d cc z q d cz q d .
 .  .DEFINITION. A non-constant rational function f z g K z is said to
X .be separable if its formal derivative f z is not identically 0. Equivalently,
f is separable if either k has characteristic 0 or if K has characteristic
 .  p.p ) 0 and f z f K z .
THEOREM 1. Let K be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p, let
 .  .f z g K z be a rational function of degree d G 2, and suppose that there is
n . w x  .an integer n G 1 such that f z g K z . Let N f be the smallest such
integer. Then one of the following is true:
 .  .  . w xa N f s 1 and f z g K z .
 .  .  . db N f s 2 and f z is linearly conjugate to 1rz .
 .  .  .  .  q.c N f G 3 and f z has the form f z s L z for some rational
 .  . tfunction L z g K z of degree 1 and some power q s p ) 0.
We begin with the case of separable rational functions, which we state
as a separate proposition.
 .PROPOSITION 2. Let K, f, and N f be as in the statement of Theorem 1,
 .  .and assume further that f z is separable. Then either N f s 1, or else
 .  . dN f s 2 and f z is linearly conjugate to 1rz .
w xProof. The case K s C is proven in 1, Sect. 4.1 , and the general case
w xis given in 6, Prop. 1.1 . We will give the short proof again here, since the
main ideas will reappear when we prove our main theorem.
 .A rational function in K z is the same thing as a rational map
 . 1 1morphism P ª P , and we will use these two viewpoints interchange-k K
ably. We will make frequent use of the Hurwitz genus formula, which in
our situation says that if c : P1 ª P1 is a separable rational map, thenK K
2 deg c y 2 G e c y 1 . 1 .  .  . . P
1PgPK
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w x w x  .See 2, IV.2.2 and IV.2.4 or 5, II.5.9 . Here e c is the ramificationP
 .  .index of c at P. The ramification index satisfies 1 F e c F deg c .P
 .  . y1 .Further, e c s deg c if and only if c P consists of a single point Q,P
 .in which case we say that c is totally ramified at Q. Hurwitz’ formula 1 is
 .an equality if and only if either p s 0 or if every e c is relatively primeP
to p, although we will not need this last fact.
We now begin the proof of Proposition 2. The given rational function
 .  . N w xf z g K z has the property that f g K z , where to ease notation we
 . N 1 1will write N s N f . This means that the map f : P ª P has a totallyK K
ramified fixed point at `. In dynamics terminology, ` is an exceptional
point of f N, since its complete forward and backward orbit consists of the
.single point `. Consider the sequence of points
f f f f f f
2 Ny2 Ny1 N` ª f ` ª f ` ª ??? ª f ` ª f ` ª f ` s `. .  .  .  .  .
 .The fact that N s N f gives the smallest iterate of f which is a
i .polynomial means that the points f ` with 0 F i - N are distinct.
The corresponding ramification indices satisfy
d N s e f N s e f e f e 2 f ??? e Ny 1 f . .  .  .  . .` ` f` f ` f `
 .  .iBut every e f F d, so we find that e f s d for all 0 F i - N.P f `
 .Applying Hurwitz’ formula 1 , we obtain
Ny1
i2 d y 2 G e f y 1 G e f y 1 s N d y 1 . .  .  . .  . P f `
1 is0PgPK
But d G 2 by assumption, so we conclude that N F 2.
 .If N s 1, we are done. Suppose now that N s 2, so f ` / `. We
 .conjugate f by a linear map which fixes `, moves f ` to 0, and moves
some fixed point of f to 1. In other words, up to linear conjugacy, we may
 .  .  .assume that f ` s 0, f 0 s `, and that f 1 s 1. Further, f is totally
y1 .  4 y1 .  4ramified at ` and 0, so f ` s 0 and f 0 s ` . If we write
 .  .  .f z s F z rG z as a ratio of polynomials, this means that 0 is the only
 .  .  . droot of G z and that F z has no roots at all, so f z s arz for some
U  .a g K . Then the normalization f 1 s 1 tells us that a s 1, which
completes the proof of Proposition 2.
 .Proof of Theorem 1 . We have covered the case that f is separable in
Proposition 2, so we will assume henceforth that f is inseparable. In
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 .  p. rparticular, p ) 0 and f z g K z . Let q s p be the largest power of p
 .  q.  .  q.  .  .such that f z g K z , and write f z s c z . Note that c z g K z
is then separable. We denote the field with q elements by F .q
We will be interested in the qth-power map in two different contexts.
 . q  .We will let F z s z be the polynomial function in K z , and we will let
 .  . qt g Aut KrF be the qth-power Frobenius map t a s a acting on theq
 .  .  .elements of K. For any rational map l z g K z and any s g Aut KrF ,q
we write ls for the rational map obtained by applying s to the coeffi-
cients of l. Note that
q t q tF ( l z s l z s l z s l ( F z . 2 .  .  .  .  . .
N .Now f s c ( F, and by assumption f z is a polynomial, where we
 .  . Nwrite N s N f . Applying 2 repeatedly to the composition f , we find
that
NNf s c ( F s c ( F (c ( F (c ( ??? ( F (c ( F .  .  .  .
s c (c t (c t 2( ??? (c t Ny 1( F N .
t t Ny 1 q N . N . w xHence c (c ( ??? (c z s f z g K z is a polynomial, which
immediately implies that
det Ny 1t t w xC z s c (c ( ??? (c z g K z .  .
 .is also a polynomial. Further, the fact that N s N f means that this is
t t ny 1 .the smallest value of n such that c (c ( ??? (c z is a polynomial.
If we also knew that c had coefficients in the finite field F , then c tq
N . w xwould equal c , so we would obtain c z g K z . Since c is separable,
we would be able to apply Proposition 2 directly to complete the proof of
Theorem 1. However, there is no reason a priori that c should have
coefficients in F , or for that matter in any finite field, so we will need toq
give a direct argument.
For each integer 1 F i F N, let P be the pointi
P s c t Ny i(c t Ny iq1( ??? (c t Ny 1 ` . .i
 . t Ny i .We also set P s `. Then c P s P , and the fact that C is a0 iy1 i
polynomial means that c t
Ny i
is totally ramified at P . Applying t iyN, weiy1
t iyN conclude that c itself is totally ramified at the point P . Note thatiy1
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 .t g Aut KrF is an automorphism which acts on the coefficients ofq
 . 1 y1rational maps in K z and on points in P , so we are allowed to apply tK
.or more generally any negative power of t .
To ease notation, we let Q s pt iyN. Theni iy1
c Q s Qty1 , and c is totally ramified at Q for all 1 F i F N. 3 .  .i iq1 i
We consider several cases.
 .  .  .  q.First, if deg c s 1, then f z s c ( F z s c z . This is exactly
 .condition c of Theorem 1, which completes the proof in this case. We will
 .assume henceforth that deg c G 2.
Second, suppose that Q s Q . Note that Q s Pt 1y n s `t 1y n s ` and1 2 1 0
 .` is fixed by t , so 3 implies that ` is a totally ramified fixed point of c .
 . w x  .This means that c is a polynomial, c z g K z , and hence that f z s
 .  q. w x  .  .c ( F z s c z g K z . Therefore N f s 1, which gives condition a
of Theorem 1.
Third, suppose that Q / Q and that Q s Q . Then1 2 1 3
t tQ s `, Q s c Q s c ` / `, and .  . .1 2 1
` s Q s c t Qt . .3 2
y1  .Applying t to the last equation, we find that c Q s `. Further, c is2
totally ramified at every Q , soi
y1y1 t 4  4c ` s Q and c Q s ` . 4 .  .  .  .2 2
1  .  .  .Now we represent Q g P by a g K and write c z s F z rG z as a2 K
 .quotient of polynomials. The total ramification conditions 4 tell us first
 .  . r t  . t  .that G z s z y a , and then that F z y aG z s b, where a g K,
U  . t tb g K , and r s deg c . Writing a s A and b s B , we conclude that
F z B .
c z s s A q . . rtG z . z y A .
t q  .  q.But A s A and f z s c z , so we find
B B B
qf z s c z s A q s A q s A q . .  . qrq q dz y A . z y A . z y A .
1rdq1.  .Now conjugation by B z q A shows that f z is linearly conjugate to
d  .1rz , which gives condition b of Theorem 1.
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 .Fourth, suppose that Q s Q . Then 3 lets us compute2 3
c Q s Qty1 s Qty1 s c Q . .  .1 2 3 2
But c is totally ramified at Q , so this implies that Q s Q , which1 1 2
reduces us to one of the previous cases.
Finally, suppose that Q , Q , and Q are distinct. Note that in general1 2 3
the map c is totally ramified at a point Q if and only if its ramification
 .  .  .index satisfies e c s deg c . Thus the Hurwitz genus formula 1 im-Q
plies that
2 deg c y 2 G deg c y 1 ? a P g P1 : c is totally ramified at P . .  .  4 . K
5 .
 .Using our assumption that deg c G 2, it follows that c can be totally
ramified at no more than two distinct points. But c is totally ramified at
 .every Q from 3 . This shows that Q , Q , and Q cannot be distinct, soi 1 2 3
this last case cannot occur. This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.
 .  .Remark. Let f z g K z be a rational function of degree d G 2. The
n .assertion that some iterate f z is a polynomial is equivalent to the
statement that ` is a totally ramified fixed point of f n. In other words,
n w x n n nf z g K z if and only if f ` s ` and e f s d . .  .  .`
 n.If we make only the weaker assumption that the ramification index e f`
 .ngrows like 1 q « , then we can conclude that ` is a pre-periodic point for
f with explicitly bounded period as described in the following proposition.
 .PROPOSITION 3. Let K be an algebraically closed field, and let f z g
 .K z be a separable rational function of degree d G 2. Suppose that there is
an « ) 0 so that
nne f G 1 q « for infinitely many n G 1. 6 .  .  .`
 .Then ` is a pre-periodic point for f of e¨entual period at most 2 d y 2 r« .
 .More precisely, there are integers s G 0 and 2 d y 2 r« G r G 1 and a
 .constant c s c f, « ) 0 such that
nrys s nf ` s f ` and e f G c 1 q « for all n G 1. 7 .  .  .  .  .`
n .  .Proof. For each n G 0, let P s f ` , and let e s e f be then n Pn
ramification index of f at P . The ramification index is multiplicative, son
e f n s e e e ??? e . 8 .  .` 0 1 2 ny1
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 .  n.The condition 6 certainly implies that e f becomes arbitrarily large as`
n ª ` through some sequence of n’s. Hence e G 2 for infinitely many n.n
 .But Hurwitz’ theorem 1 says that
2 d y 2 G e f y 1 G a P g P1 : e f G 2 , .  . 4 . P K P
1PgPK
1  .so there are only finitely many distinct points in P satisfying e f G 2.K P
Therefore the P ’s are not all distinct, so we can choose integers r ) s G 0n
such that
P , P , . . . , P are distinct and P s P .0 1 rqsy1 rqs s
In other words, ` is pre-periodic for f with eventual period r. In
particular, this means that
e s e for all j G s and k G 0. 9 .jqk r j
For any integer n G s, we write n as
n s s q ra q b for integers a , b with 0 F b - r . 10 .n n n n n
Then
ny1
ne f s e from 8 .  .` i
is0
sqra y1sy1 nn
s e ? e ? e from 10 .  i i i
is0 iss isnybn
sqra y1n
sqb q1nF d e since e F d for all i i i
iss
sqra y1n
sq rF d e from 10 . i
iss
ansqry1
sq rs d e from 9 . i /iss
nrrsqry1
sq rF d e from 10 . . i /iss
Now take the nth root and take an increasing sequence of n’s for which
 .the estimate 6 holds. This gives
1rrsqry1
1rn sqr .r n n  sqr .r n 6e G d e f G d 1 q « 1 q « . 11 .  .  . i ` nª` /iss
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Hence
1rrsqry1
1 q « F e i /iss
sqry11
F e arithmetic-geometric inequality ir iss
sqry11
F 1 q e y 1 . ir iss
2 d y 2
F 1 q Hurwitz’ formula 1 . .
r
 .The proves that the ultimate period r of ` satisfies r F 2 d y 2 r« , which
 .proves the first assertion of 7 .
To prove the second assertion, we choose any n and compute as above
ansy1 sqry1 n
ne f s e ? e ? e .   ` i i i /is0 iss isnybn
r anG 1 q « from 11 .  .
nysyr
) 1 q « from 10 . .  .
 .  .ysyrThis completes the proof of Proposition 3 with c s c f, « s 1 q « .
There are obvious ways to try to generalize the results in this paper, but
it is not at all clear which of these generalizations is true. We will close by
 .describing one natural question. Let f s f , . . . , f be a vector of1 r
 .rational functions f g K z , . . . , z in r variables. We will say that f is ai 1 r
w xpolynomial map if all of the f ’s are in the polynomial ring K z , . . . , z .i 1 r
Note that we can compose f with itself, f n s f (f ( ??? (f.
Question. Assume that K has characteristic 0. Does there exist a
 . nconstant k s k r such that if f is a polynomial map for some n G 1,
then f n is a polynomial map for some n F k?
Geometrically, an r-tuple of rational functions f defines a rational map
f : P r ª P r. In the case that r s 1, every rational function extends to a
morphism, but this is not true in higher dimensions. So it is also natural to
ask our question for the set of maps f which extend to morphisms on all
of P r. Note that if f does extend to a morphism, and if we let H be the
hyperplane at infinity in P r, then the condition that f be a polynomial is
y1 . Uthat f H s H. More precisely, in terms of divisors we have f H s
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 . deg f H. N.B. This is an equality of divisors, not merely of divisor
.classes. One approach to answering our question would be to use an
r-dimensional analogue of the Hurwitz genus formula. Such analogues do
w xexist, see 3 for an example, but the form that they take does not seem to
make them immediately applicable to this problem.
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